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**Evolution as created history**

The science of biological evolution continues to arouse debate. In this paper, I wish to show how the distribution of endogenous retroviruses and transposons in mammalian genomes demonstrates that humans have evolved from progenitors that are ancestral to all apes, primates, and mammals. New genes and gene families have risen from ongoing natural genetic processes.\(^1\) The evolutionary understanding of biological history is compatible with the historical basis of biblical faith. It is suggested that Christians should see biological evolution as Israel understood her chaotic and tumultuous story: created history.
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The human genome consists of two sets of chromosomes, with twenty-three chromosomes in each set. Each chromosome contains one DNA molecule, a linear polymer of linked units called nucleotides. Each set of twenty-three DNA molecules is composed of ~3 billion nucleotides. Each nucleotide possesses one of four bases: adenine (A), cytosine (C), guanine (G) and thymine (T), the units of genetic information.

Half of the DNA in the human genome has been added in discrete units. These readily identifiable units are parasitic, self-propagating segments of DNA, of which over three million have been counted. They include retroviruses that invade cells and insert their DNA into that of the infected cell, and ‘transposons’ (mobile elements, or transposable elements, TEs). Most of these TEs are called ‘retrotransposons’. They do not travel between cells, but track from one generation to the next as part of the cells’ DNA, copying and pasting themselves as they go.\(^2\)

Cells express their genetic material by copying DNA into the related polymer RNA (‘transcription’), trimming and modifying the RNA transcript (‘processing’) and then using the genetic information in RNA to assemble proteins. Retroviruses and retrotransposons propagate themselves by producing enzymes that subvert this mechanism. A ‘reverse transcriptase’ copies their RNA transcript back into DNA. An ‘endonuclease’ cuts chromosomal DNA, making a gap into which the parasitic segment of DNA is inserted (thereby

---


becoming part of the genome of the host cell; Figure 1). During this process, small telltale duplications of the targeted DNA are generated (‘target site duplications’, TSDs).

Figure 1. A comparison of transcription (in normal protein synthesis, left), and reverse transcription (in the proliferation of parasitic elements, right).

Segments of retroviral and transposon DNA insert into cellular DNA at sites loosely preferred by the endonuclease, but that are otherwise chosen largely at random. Genomes are so large that a vast number of sites can accept new inserts, and new parasites freely insert into old ones. The propagation of retroviruses³ and the copying and pasting of retrotransposons have been studied in cultured cells⁴ and in mice⁵, demonstrating that these agents operate randomly as insertional mutagens.

Insertions may occur in somatic (non-reproductive) cells. These have the potential to cause cancers. Some human leukaemias arise naturally from the ‘human T cell leukaemia virus’, and artificially from engineered retroviruses used in gene therapy. In any one cancer, all the cancer cells possess precisely the same retroviral insert, because they have all inherited that insert from the one virus-deranged cell that gave rise to the cancer.

Insertions may occur also in germ-line (reproductive) cells. TEs are added to the human gene pool at a frequency of one new insert every 10 births. Their activity as insertional mutagens is apparent when they inactivate genes and cause devastating genetic diseases. These disease-causing inserts may become widespread in certain populations. Each insert exists in a characteristic genetic environment, indicating that one unique founder mutation has spread in the population. Everyone who possesses the unique insert has inherited it from the individual in which the insert occurred.

It follows that when a particular insert is found in multiple species, those species must be descendants of the one species (indeed the one reproductive cell).


8 Cordaux, R., Hedges, D.J., Herke, S.W. and Batzer, M.A. ‘Estimating the retrotransposition rate of human Alu elements’, Gene (2006) 373, 134. This figure is based on a frequency of new Alu and LINE-1 inserts, each at 1 in 20 births.


10 Watanabe, M., Kobayashi, K., Jin, F. et al. ‘Founder SVA retrotranspositional insertion in Fukuyama-type congenital muscular dystrophy and its origin in Japanese and northeast Asian populations’, Am J Med Genet Part A (2005) 138A, 344. Disruption of a gene by insertion an SVA element causes neurological disease in Japanese populations. This insertion is present at a frequency of ~0.5% of these populations. Because the insert is the same in all those who have the element, it is accepted that it arose in a unique event (estimated to be ~2-2.5 thousand years ago). Everyone who now possesses the element received it by inheritance from the original founder. See also Bouchet, C., Vuillaume-Barron, S., Gonzales, M. et al. ‘Detection of an Alu insertion in the POMT1 gene from three French Walker Warburg syndrome families’, Molec Genet Metab (2007) 90, 93.
in which that unique insert occurred. It is exceedingly unlikely that a parasite would insert into the same site independently in two (or more) species. In large surveys of human-specific TEs, independent insertions into the same genetic sites of other species by TEs specific to those species have not been observed.\textsuperscript{11}

**An ERV insert that originated in an ape ancestor\textsuperscript{12}**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>DNA Sequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>human, chimp, gorilla</td>
<td>...CAATTATCTTGCAAC[ERV-WE1]CAACCAGT...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>orang</td>
<td>...CAATTATCTTGCAAC[ERV-WE1]CAATCATG...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gibbon</td>
<td>...CAATTATCTTGCAAC[ERV-WE1]CAACCAGT...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>two NWM species</td>
<td>...CAATTATCTTGCAAC CATG...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prosimian species</td>
<td>...CCACCATCTTGCAAA TATG...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dog</td>
<td>...CAACCATCTTGCAAA TGTG...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**A LINE insert that originated in an ape-OWM ancestor\textsuperscript{13}**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>DNA Sequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>human</td>
<td>...AGTTCTGC[TCTAA...AAA T] GCAGACATC...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chimp</td>
<td>...AGTTCTGC[TCTAA...AAA T] GCAGACCTC...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gorilla</td>
<td>...AGTTCTGC[TCTAA...AAA T] GCAGACATC...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>orang</td>
<td>...AGTTCTGC[TCTAA...AAAAT] CCAGACATC...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>three OWM species</td>
<td>...AGTTCTGC[TCTAA...AAA T] GCAGACATC...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**An Alu insert that originated in a great ape ancestor\textsuperscript{14}**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>DNA Sequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>human, chimp, gorilla</td>
<td>...AAAAAAAAGTAGGCC[Alu]TAGCCTGTTTCTT...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>orang</td>
<td>...AAAAAAAAGTAGGCC[Alu]TAGCCTGTTTCTT...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baboon (OWM)</td>
<td>...AAAAAAAAGTAGGCC TGTTTCTT...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>two macaque species (OWM)</td>
<td>...AAAAAAAAGTAGGCC TGTTTCTT...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OWM</td>
<td>...GAAGTATAGAACAAATAATG...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**The GLUD2 retrogene insert that originated in an ape ancestor\textsuperscript{15}**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>DNA Sequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>human, chimp, gorilla</td>
<td>...GAAGTATAGAACAAACAG[GLUD2]ATAGAACAATAATG...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>orang, gibbon</td>
<td>...GAAGTATAGAACAAACAG[GLUD2]ATAGAACAATAATG...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OWM</td>
<td>...GAAGTATAGAACAAA TAATG...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2.** Inserted elements demonstrating common ancestry of humans and other primates. Equivalent short stretches of DNA sequence are shown for different species. The letters A, C, G, and T represent bases, which are the units of genetic information, arranged in a linear sequence along DNA. Square brackets: the location of an inserted element; underlined bases: target sites and their duplications that arise during the insertion process; ( ): deleted bases; NWM: New World Monkey; OWM: Old World Monkey. The ERV-WE1 is present also in OWMs, but sequence data are not available.

Primate history

The route of human evolutionary history has been delineated by the distribution in primate genomes of inherited parasitic inserts (Figure 2). The sequences include retroviral inserts or ‘endogenous retroviruses’ (ERVs), that constitute 8% of our genome, and TEs that are of two main categories.

- ‘Long interspersed elements’ (LINEs) are parasites of unknown origin. They possess genes that encode enzymes needed for their propagation. ‘LINE-1’ elements are the most abundant type of LINE in human DNA, and they constitute 17% of our genome. Many LINE-1 segments lack TSDs and may have arisen as repair patches at DNA breaks.\(^\text{16}\)

- ‘Short interspersed elements’ (SINEs) co-opt the proteins made by LINEs in order to propagate themselves. The most abundant SINEs in the human genome are the primate-specific Alu elements, originally derived from a small cellular gene. They contribute 11% of our genome.\(^\text{17}\)

Normal cellular RNA molecules may also become entwined in the enzymatic machinery of LINE-1 elements and become spliced back into chromosomal DNA. These unscheduled events generate inserts called ‘processed pseudogenes’ (that lack the ability to generate proteins) or ‘retrogenes’ (that retain this ability). There are >8,000 of these in the human genome.\(^\text{18}\)

Systematic studies of such inserts have delineated the route of human evolution

\(^\text{12} Bonnaud, B., Beliaeff, J., Bouton, O. et al. ‘Natural history of the ERVWE1 endogenous retroviral locus’, *Retrovirology* (2005) 2, 57; Caceres, M., NISC Comparative Sequencing Program and Thomas, J.W. ‘The gene of retroviral origin syncytin 1 is specific to hominoids and is inactive in Old World Monkeys’, *J Hered* (2006) 97, 100.
\(^\text{13} Schueler, M.G., Dunn, J.M., Bird, C.P. et al. ‘Progressive proximal expansion of the primate X chromosome centromere.’ *Proc Natl Acad Sci USA* (2005) 102, 10563. A particular 7-base deletion shared by the OWMs demonstrates descent from a unique OWM ancestor in which the deletion occurred.
Firstly, whole genome comparisons have been performed on sequenced genomes. Comparison of the human and chimp genomes shows that >99% of the individual ERV, LINE, and SINE elements in the human genome are present also in the chimp genome. Human and chimp genomes share three million inserts (Table 1). The few that are not shared are recent additions. The small population of SVA elements is a case in point. SVA elements appeared only in the apes, and are currently copying and pasting themselves actively. Even so, ~65% of SVA inserts are shared with chimps, a sufficient demonstration of common ancestry.

Two Alu elements can interact with each other (‘recombine’) in such a way that the intervening sequence is spliced out and lost. This happens in somatic cells to cause oncogenic mutations, and in germ cells to cause heritable deletions. Genome comparisons have identified ~500 instances in which two Alu elements preserved in the chimp genome have precisely recombined to generate one chimaeric Alu element (with loss of the intervening DNA) in the human genome.

Table 1. Analysis of inserts in three primate species

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>type of insert</th>
<th>present in the human genome</th>
<th>number of inserts that are present only in human</th>
<th>shared with chimp</th>
<th>shared with macaque</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ERV</td>
<td>500,000</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>500,000</td>
<td>great majority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LINE-1</td>
<td>570,000</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>570,000</td>
<td>&gt;500,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LINE-2</td>
<td>360,000</td>
<td>few if any</td>
<td>essentially all</td>
<td>essentially all</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIR</td>
<td>580,000</td>
<td>few if any</td>
<td>essentially all</td>
<td>essentially all</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alu</td>
<td>1,100,000</td>
<td>7,000</td>
<td>1,100,000</td>
<td>1,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVA</td>
<td>3,400</td>
<td>970</td>
<td>1,800</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNA transposon</td>
<td>360,000</td>
<td>few if any</td>
<td>essentially all</td>
<td>essentially all</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

from primate progenitors. Firstly, whole genome comparisons have been performed on sequenced genomes. Comparison of the human and chimp genomes shows that >99% of the individual ERV, LINE and SINE elements in the human genome are present also in the chimp genome. Human and chimp genomes share three million inserts (Table 1). The few that are not shared are recent additions. The small population of SVA elements is a case in point. SVA elements appeared only in the apes, and are currently copying and pasting themselves actively. Even so, ~65% of SVA inserts are shared with chimps, a sufficient demonstration of common ancestry.

Two Alu elements can interact with each other (‘recombine’) in such a way that the intervening sequence is spliced out and lost. This happens in somatic cells to cause oncogenic mutations, and in germ cells to cause heritable deletions. Genome comparisons have identified ~500 instances in which two Alu elements preserved in the chimp genome have precisely recombined to generate one chimaeric Alu element (with loss of the intervening DNA) in the human genome.

20 Wang, Xing, Grover et al. op. cit., (19).
21 For the textual critic, we could call this ‘molecular haplography’; for the biologist this is ‘non-allelic homologous recombination’.
22 Gibbons and Dugaiczyk op. cit., (14).
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This phenomenon illustrates how ancestral genomes are transformed into current genomes by natural genetic process.

Analysis of the draft sequence of a more distant relative, the rhesus macaque (an Old World Monkey, OWM) has shown that the great majority of ERV and TE inserts is shared by humans and OWMS, even though a large number of new lineage-specific inserts have accumulated (Table 1). The one exception is the SVA class of TE, where only about 100 of the forerunners of this class are present in macaque, and 80 of these are shared with humans.

Multi-species genome comparisons are available for some genes. Sequence analysis of the ASPM and BRCA1 genes reveals haphazard arrays of ERVs and TEs that are shared by numerous species. This anticipates the mass of confirmatory data that will be available as further primate genome sequences are analysed.

The second systematic approach to establishing the pattern of primate evolution involves determining the distribution of individual inserts in the genomes of multiple primate species. The distribution of ~70 LINE-1 elements, restricted to ape genomes, shows a fully consistent family tree (Figure 3). Some are present in humans only; others in humans and the two chimp species only; others in humans, chimps and gorillas only; and some in the genomes of all the great apes including orangutans. All species sharing a particular LINE-1 element are monophyletic (descended from the one ancestor in which that element was inserted).

LINE-1 elements provide other cogent evidence of common ancestry. During the copying of LINE-1 RNA into DNA, the reverse transcriptase can switch from the LINE-1 RNA and start copying a bystander RNA molecule. The resulting insert will be a chimaera: part-LINE-1, part-bystander RNA, joined at a unique point. One such element contains 476 bases of LINE-1 sequence, 40 bases of an ERV, and 40 bases of cellular DNA. This unique chimaera is present in humans, chimps and bonobos. Over 80 of these singular patchwork inserts exist in

---

24 Rhesus Macaque Genome... Consortium *op. cit.*, (19); Han, Konkel, Xing et al. *op. cit.*, (19).
human DNA, and many are shared with other species (Figure 3).

Some 7,000 Alu elements are found only in humans. Many of these have entered the human germ-line so recently that many people lack the inserted
element.\textsuperscript{32} For example, the AluYa5 and AluYb families are currently expanding in the human genome, although each arose from a founder element that inserted into the DNA of an ape ancestor. Potentially active Alu elements can lie in wait for a million generations, poised to become active when conditions become permissive (Figure 3).\textsuperscript{33}

Other families of Alu inserts are distributed through the genomes of the apes. In studies of two such families, some elements were identified in humans and chimps only, others in humans, chimps and gorillas, others in all the apes including gibbons. The apes are monophyletic – clonally derived from each progenitor cell that sustained the DNA insertion of one of these Alu elements (Figure 3).\textsuperscript{34} Most Alu elements in the human genome arose distantly in evolution and are shared by all simian species. The distribution of Alu elements has delineated the phylogenetic development also of the OWMs, NWMs and prosimians.\textsuperscript{35}

Insertional mutagens might be expected to have a preponderantly harmful effect. However, ERVs have been recruited repeatedly to perform genetic functions. Sequences in ERVs regulate the activity of nearby genes,\textsuperscript{36} or contribute to the coding capacity of genes.\textsuperscript{37} In several cases, an ERV \textit{envelope} gene (part


\textsuperscript{33} Shaikh, T.H. and Deininger, P. ‘The role and amplification of the HS \textit{Alu} subfamily founder gene’, \textit{J Mol Evol} (1996) 42, 15 [‘HS’ elements are now called AluYa5]; Han et al. (2005), ref. 29; for a discussion about Alu master elements, see Cordaux, R., Hedges, D.J. and Batzer, M. ‘Retrotransposition of \textit{Alu} elements: how many sources?’, \textit{Trends Genet} (2004) 20, 464.


\textsuperscript{37} Huh, J.-W., Kim, T.-H., Yi, J.-M. et al. ‘Molecular evolution of the periphilin gene in relation to human endogenous retrovirus M element’, \textit{J Mol Evol} (2006) 62, 730. The function of this gene has been influenced also by two other inserted parasitic sequences that date from before the divergence of the simians and prosimians.
of the retrovirus infection apparatus) has been co-opted to serve in the development of the placenta. The retroviruses involved entered the primate germ-line in ancestors of the simians and of the OWM-ape group. The redeployment of ERV envelope genes to serve the host organism has been observed also with ERVs of mice and sheep. In the latter case, experimental inhibition of envelope gene function terminated pregnancy. Random insertional mutations have been selected to provide essential genetic functionality.

TEs also have been recruited to provide novel genetic function. A family of new genes was produced when an SVA element repeatedly copied-and-pasted itself, together with an adjacent gene, in an ancestor of the African great apes. TEs known as ‘DNA transposons’ (all of which are shared by humans and OWMs, Table 1) have given rise to many new genes, including the SET-MAR gene that arose from the insertion of an element in an ancestor of the simian primates.

Multiple classes of processed pseudogenes and retrogenes exist. Their dis-

---
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distribution yields a primate family tree that is wholly concordant with that revealed by TEs. An example of a mutational event that generated genetic functionality is the glutamate dehydrogenase (GLUD2) retrogene for which the insertion site is shown in Figure 2. New retrogenes have arisen by insertional mutagenesis repeatedly through primate history (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Primate evolution as determined by the distribution of reverse-transcribed retrogenes.

Mammalian history

Placental mammals have been classified into four groups, based on statistical analysis of aligned DNA sequences: Euarchontoglires (primates, flying lemurs, batoids, and rodents)...

45 Burki and Kaessmann op. cit., (15).
47 from Marques et al. op. cit., (46).
Recent reports have identified TE inserts that are shared by humans and species outside the primate order, in particular, rodents (Table 2). In some instances, the boundaries between the flanking DNA and the inserted element are conserved in different species (Figure 5). Computer analyses of human and mouse genomes indicate that many instances of ancient parasitic elements are common to both species. Such shared genetic fossils were inserted into the genomes of primate-rodent ancestors, thus establishing the validity of the Euarchontoglires grouping of mammals. Primates and rodents are monophyletic.

Table 2. Transposable elements shared in the genomes of humans and rodents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rodent sharing an insert</th>
<th>Insert</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mouse, rat</td>
<td>MER34D</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>SPAM-1 gene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mouse</td>
<td>LINE-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>ERCC1 gene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mouse</td>
<td>MER33</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>interferon- ( gene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mouse</td>
<td>MIR</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>RUNX3 gene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mouse, rat, guinea pig</td>
<td>MIR</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>zfOC1 gene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mouse, rat</td>
<td>MLT1A0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>not specified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mouse</td>
<td>LIMA9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mouse</td>
<td>snoRNA</td>
<td>many</td>
<td>many</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

51 There are two branches within the Euarchontoglires; one leads to primates, flying lemurs and tree shrews, and has been demonstrated by 5 TE inserts; the other consists of rodents and rabbits, and has been demonstrated by 9 shared inserts. see Kriegs, J.O., Churakov, G., Jurka, J. et al. ‘Evolutionary history of 7SL RNA-derived SINEs in supraprimates’, Trends Genet (2007) 23, 158.
A MIR element that inserted into the DNA of a primate-rodent ancestor

human ...AAAAATT [GGTTTGATTTCT...AATGAGAACA]TTAGGCTAAA...
guinea pig ...AAAAATT [GGTTTGATTTCT...AATGAGGATA]TTGGGCTGAA...
mouse ...AAAAACT [GGTTTGATTTCT...AATGAGGACA]CTGGACTGAA...
rat ...AAAAATT [GGTTTGATTTCT...AATGAGGACA]CCGGACTGAA...

A MLT1A0 element that inserted into the DNA of a primate-rodent ancestor

human ...AAATCAT [T___TTTAGT...ACCACTGCA]GTCACTTCAGAGG...
baboon ...AAATAAT [T___TTTAGT...GCCACTGCA]GTCACTTCAGAGG...
mouse ..._________ [___________ ...ATCATAGCT]GTTCCTCAGAGG____
rat ...AAGCCAC [TGCTTTAGT...ATTACAGCT]CTTGTTGCAAGAAG...
cat ...AGGCCAT CTTAGAAT...
dog ...AAGTCAT CTTAGAGT...
cow ...ACATCAT CTTAGAGG...
pig ...ACATCAT CTTAGAGG...

A LINE-1 element that inserted into the DNA of a primate-rodent ancestor

human ...AAAAGCAATCTTTT [ATCCCT...ATACA]AAAAGCAATCTTTT...
baboon ...AAAAGCATTCTTTT [ATCCCT...ATACA]AAAAGCAATCTTTT...
mouse ...____________ TTTC [A__CTCT...A___A]AAGGGAGGCTTTT...
rat ...____________ TTTC [A__CTCT...AGGGA]AAGGAGAACTTTT...
cat ...AGAAGCTTTT TTTC
dog ..._AAGCAA TTTC
pig ..._AAGCAATCTTTT

Figure 5. Inserted elements demonstrating common ancestry of humans and rodents. Three types of inserted elements are depicted. The insert is shown by square brackets; the tell-tale target site duplication (where present) is underlined. The latter two examples show species in which the uninterrupted site is retained. The data are from Hughes (2000) and Thomas et al. (2003),52 (Ω: deleted bases; dots […] indicate that a large amount of sequence is not shown).

It is surprising that such ancient TEs, shared by humans and mice, are still recognisable. Their persistence suggests that they have been domesticated to assume important roles. Sequences in ERV and LINE-1 elements are used to transcribe the SPAM-1 and ERCC1 genes. Two processed pseudogenes without protein-coding function have conserved DNA sequences, indicating that they have been maintained by selective pressure. Small RNA inserts function as retrogens.53

52 Hughes op. cit., (49); Thomas, Touchman, Blakesley et al. op. cit., (49).
53 Dunn and Mager op. cit., (49); Wilson et al. op. cit., (49); Svensson, O., Arvestad, L. and Lagergren, J. ‘Genome-wide survey for biologically functional pseudogenes’, PLoS Computational Biol (2006)2, e46. The two functional pseudogenes are derived from the ATX1 and ATXN7L3 genes that are of unknown function, but associated with neurological diseases; Weber op. cit., (44) and Luo and Li op. cit., (44).
Table 3. Transposable elements shared in the genomes of humans and Laurasiatherians

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Euarchontoglire</th>
<th>Laurasiatheria</th>
<th>insert</th>
<th>location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>human, mouse</td>
<td>pig, sheep, cow</td>
<td>Ty3/gypsy</td>
<td>various</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>human</td>
<td>pig</td>
<td>MIR</td>
<td>TCRα/δ gene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>human</td>
<td>pig</td>
<td>LTR, LINE, SINE</td>
<td>SLA genes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>human, others</td>
<td>pig</td>
<td>LTR, LINE, SINE</td>
<td>PRKAG3 gene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>human, others</td>
<td>dog</td>
<td>LINE-2</td>
<td>various</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>human, others</td>
<td>dog</td>
<td>YY2 retrogene</td>
<td>Mbtps2 gene</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Genome analysis has revealed more distant connections. Humans and mice are descended from Boreoeutherian ancestors shared with Laurasiatherian mammals. Inserted markers of common descent include a family of ‘Ty3/gypsy’ transposons (that now function as genes), LINE-2 elements (that now regulate neural development), and the YY2 retrogene (Table 3). ‘Ancestral repeats’ are ancient TEs that are found throughout the mammals. Databases list 780 classes of these fossils from deep time. In an equivalent segment of DNA from the human, cow and dog genomes 22% of the bases represented shared ancestral repeats. Highly conserved elements common to Boreoeutherian species may have survived the 100 million years since insertion because they have been co-opted to regulate development. Tens of thousands of these markers have been catalogued.

Placental mammals also are monophyletic. A MIR element in the β-fibrinogen gene has been mapped in twenty diverse species, including humans and elephants. Software that works through DNA sequences from multiple


species and reconstructs the original from which they were derived has identified many TEs (comprising 2.7% of the DNA) that have mutated beyond recognition by normal analysis, including an element that inserted into an ancestor of placental mammals.\textsuperscript{58} Systematic studies of ancient TEs have elucidated the relationships of the placental mammals and demonstrated the monophyly of all major groups (Figure 6). In many cases TSDs and unoccupied target sequences are still recognisable (Figure 7).

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure6.png}
\caption{Mammalian evolution as determined by the distribution of TEs. The data are from Kriegs et al. (2006) (white arrows), Nishihara et al. (2006) (black arrows), and Murphy et al. (2007) (grey arrow).\textsuperscript{59} Numerals indicate the number of identified TEs that inserted into mammalian DNA at the time indicated.}
\end{figure}

Some ancestral repeats are highly conserved beyond placental mammals. Their sequences are under strong selective pressure to stay the way they are; evidence that they perform vital tasks. MIR elements are scattered throughout our genome and those of other mammals. Three of these ancient inserts have


been incorporated into gene sequences and are shared by humans and opossums (a marsupial); another is shared by humans and the most distantly related mammal, the platypus.\textsuperscript{60}

1. A L1MB element common to Boreoeutherians

\textit{Euarchontoglires}

human...G ACCAGGAAACTTTT [L1MB] TA CCAGGAA ACTTTT...

flying lemur...G ACCAGGAAACTTTT [L1MB] TA CCAGGAA ACTTTT...

tree shrew...A ACCA________TTTT [L1MB] TA TCAGGAA AATTTT...

mouse...A TCTGTGAAG_TTT [L1MB] TC CCTGTGA AGTTTT...

rabbit...G GCCAGGAAACTTT [L1MB] TA CAAGGAAACTTTTT...

\textit{Laurasiatheria}

cow...C ACCAGGAAACTCTG [L1MB] TC CCAGGAA ACTTCT...

horse...T TCCAGAAAACTTT T [L1MB] CCAGGAA AGTT_T...

cat...TAACTGGGAAACTTTT [L1MB] TA CCAGGAA ACTTTT...

dog...TAACTGGGAAACTCTT [L1MB] TA CCAGGAA ACTTTAT...

bat...T ACCAGGATACTTTT [L1MB] TA CCAGGAA ACTTTT...

shrew...T GCCAGGAAACTTTT [L1MB] CAACCAAAAA ACTTTT...

\textit{Afrotheria}

elephant...T ACCTGGAAACTTTT...

manatee...T ACCTGGAAACTCTT...

hyrax...T ACTTGGAACCTTT...

tenrec..._ AC TG AAA________...

\textit{Xenarthra}

Armadillo...T A____AAATTTGT...

2. A L1MB element common to placental mammals

\textit{Euarchontoglires}

human...A TTTATGGT[L1MB] TGTTAATT...

mouse...TATTAATCT[L1MB] TGCTAATT...

\textit{Laurasiatheria}

dog...AAGTAGTGC[L1MB] GGTTCATT...

\textit{Afrotheria}

tenrec...AGCCAACCC[L1MB] TATGAACTC...

\textit{Xenarthra}

armadillo...TGTTAATCT[L1MB] TGTTAATCA...

Marsupialia

opossum...TGCTAATCA...

\begin{figure}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure7}
\caption{Inserted elements demonstrating common ancestry of boreoeutherian and placental mammals. Sequences flanking the inserts are the TSDs. Uninterrupted target sites are present in Afrotheria and Xenarthra (upper insert) and marsupials (lower insert).\textsuperscript{61}}
\end{figure}

A study of species for which whole genome sequences are available (human, rat, mouse, dog) identified 115 shared TEs that have a run of 50 identical bases. ‘MER121’ elements (909 copies in the human genome) are extraordinar-


\textsuperscript{61} See above (59).
ily conserved: approximately 80% of these unique inserts are found in each of the four species, and in the opossum. ‘AmnSINE1’ elements (≥1,000 copies in the human genome) include 100 highly conserved inserts that are found also in chimps, rodents, dogs, and opossums. Two inserts are present at equivalent positions in the DNA of humans and chickens. Virtually all ‘LF-SINE’ elements (245 copies in the human genome) pre-date the separation of the placental and marsupial lineages. One LF-SINE insert, present in mammals, chickens and frogs, has survived the eons since it was inserted because it has been co-opted to provide essential regulation of a developmental gene.62

The sequencing of the opossum genome has unearthed 83 new classes of TE. Many individual inserts of the ‘MER131’ class are shared by humans and opossums (on the basis that they are found in the same genetic location; TSDs disappeared long ago). Of the 68 inserts most conserved between human and opossum, 38 appear to be present in the chicken.63

‘Palaeogenomics’ is burgeoning. The fossil hunters have access to rich resources of genomes, ancestral repeats, and software. We have inherited three million TEs that inserted themselves into the DNA of now extinct mammals. Each insertion was a unique event, but the resulting insert is now a characteristic feature of the human genome, and in most cases, of the genomes of many other species too. We and the other mammals are monophyletic, derived from a single lineage of ancestors that accumulated TEs even as they scurried around under the feet of dinosaurs. And yet retroviral and transpositional insertions are but one of many classes of mutational events that have established the route of human evolution – and that have made us what we are.64


63 For the opossum genome, see Mikkelson et al. op. cit., (56); for ancient transposable elements, see Gentles, A.J., Wakefield, M.J., Kohany, O. et al. ‘Evolutionary dynamics of transposable elements in the short-tailed opossum Monodelphis domestica’, Genome Res 17 (2007), 992.

Integrating histories

Evolution is history, and the DNA we carry is an authoritative historical record. The concept that humanity has arisen by historical process elicits strong and opposing reactions from some people. Intelligent Design theorists assume that the historical development of biological form and function cannot be described in authentically biological terms, and import teleological considerations into science. Materialists propound the metaphysical creed that the scientific study of evolutionary history excludes considerations of purpose beyond science.

The Bible introduces humanity in exalted terms as Homo divinus, the creature that bears God's likeness. Genomic research has shown that our phylogenetic and ontogenetic development occurred according to a genetic blueprint that has been cobbled together by the accumulation of agents that replicate haphazardly, insert randomly, and (in the short term) act as pathogenic insertional mutagens. Are these perspectives incongruous?

Many parallels have been recognised between the historical bases of biology and of Christian faith. Fifty years ago, Raven stated:

It is one of the ironies of history that Christendom which by its own Scriptures was committed to belief in an ever-working God (e.g. John 5:17) in a progressive revelation still incomplete (John 16:13), in suffering as the characteristic of the creature (Rom. 8: 18-23) and the means to perfection (Hebr. 2:10), and in fuller life as the divine purpose (John 10: 10) should have so signally failed to maintain this belief when faced with the challenge of Darwinism.

We may learn from Raven. The 'incongruity' represented by the inauspicious genetic origins of Homo divinus reflects a recurring theme in Scripture. Israelite nationhood arose out of sheer obscurity (Deut.7:7), slavery (Exod.2:20) and exile (Isa.41:17-20). Redemption came from the shame of the Crucifixion (1Cor.1:23-24). Spiritual life arises from death (Eph.2:1-10), growth from adversity (James 1:2-4), and glory from suffering (Rom.8:17). The Gospel has been entrusted to nondescript 'vessels' (2Cor.4:7). God consistently creates what is new and magnificent from what is old and flawed. We should not be surprised that God has created his 'image' by a history that incorporates the random activities of genetic parasites.

God's creative work in biological history and in personal human history incorporates in its process the freedoms of genetic process and human auton-

---

Evolution as created history

The theologian B.B. Warfield, in welcoming evolutionary findings, developed the concept of ‘concursus’. This stressed that ‘the products of natural history could be the consequence – at the same time – of both natural forces and divine action’. Evolution, the writing of Scripture and the work of salvation are the products of both natural forces and divine action.69

Biology is natural history. ‘Earth is the planet with genetic natural history, several billion years worth, and that genesis is stored in genes.’70 In approaching this natural history we find the ancient Hebrews to be fellow-travellers. They sought to understand life’s mysteries in ‘the unique and unrepeatable facts of history’.71 Thus ‘natural historians’ should find the biblical perspective congenial to their thinking. The Old Testament is distinguished from most other religious books by its great emphasis on the facts of history.72 It is ‘unique in the attention it gives to human history… The God of ancient Israel primarily has to do with the course of human history, and in so far as he can be defined at all it is in terms of history.73

Konig stated that ‘No other religion is so out-and-out historical as Christianity, grafted onto the stem of Israel’s faith. The view of history as a succession of cohesive events directed towards a goal in the future – it was not without reason that this originated in Israel; it was the consequence of the ways in which her God dealt with his people.’74

Interpreting history

The Hebrew Scriptures were interpretations of history. Drane writes, ‘The Old Testament faith emerged from the corporate history of Israel’s people.’75 Israel’s prophets did not write collections of brute facts. ‘They were interpretations and applications of the meaning of history.’76

Israel’s faith differed from contemporaneous world religions.

This unique ‘other’ movement was not the creation of any human mind, but was a corporate interpretation of historical fact. This interpretation, of all the religions of the world, is alone based on fact... This interpretation is so strange, so utterly different, from the thoughts of any other human being at any time in history, that the reader is compelled to ask whether it does not actually come from the mind of God...77

74 Konig, op. cit.,(68), p.171.
75 Drane, op. cit., (72), p.78; see also p.46.
77 Knight, G.A.F. I Am: This is My Name, Grand Rapids: Eerdmans (1983), p.4.
Biblical theology remains ‘first of all history’. This necessitates theological engagement with evolutionary history. To James Iverach, evolution reflected ‘the orderly succession of causes which work out the rational purposes of God. This was not a religious alternative to a scientific conception of the world, but an interpretation of scientific findings from a religious point of view’. Herein lie the roots of the disparate assessments of evolution. To someone whose mind has been conditioned by Israel’s history, evolution is part of a larger and significant story. To minds unaccustomed to seeing an overarching directionality in human history, biological history is a meaningless sequence of happenstance.

The Greeks are often considered the pioneers of history writing, but between ‘the Greek and Hebrew writer lies that one point of difference which marks the essential uniqueness of Old Testament thinking’. The Greek writers discerned cause-and-effect relationships, but not meaning in the events they described. The biblical historians emphasised that ‘history had a meaning, and that all that happened was leading forward to an ultimate goal’. Israel came to see history in ever more comprehensive terms: ‘they experienced every phase of their history as the accomplishing of God’s purposes with them’. Indeed the ‘consummation of history would occur when God had achieved his goal with all mankind’.

This hermeneutic must inform our understanding of evolutionary history.

- God was involved in history. God’s very name, inadequately translated ‘I AM’, means that he is active. ‘This is radically opposed to the static, withdrawn, sufficient-unto-himself being of Greek philosophy.’
- God was in control of history. Israel’s prophets were united by ‘the knowledge that history was in God’s control’; that history ‘was in the hands of the I AM with you’ and was heading forwards to an ultimate goal. Both nature and history were the work of God’s word.
- God was creator of history. Israel came to appreciate that Yahweh was radically different from other gods. He was ‘the personal, living Creator God who holds the entire life of his people in his hands, who indeed creates their history… God’s acts control, indeed create, history.’ Israel saw

---

78 Blocher, H. In the Beginning, Leicester: IVP (1984), p.24. Thus we may not oppose theology and history, or ‘belief’ and ‘knowledge’.
80 Knight, op. cit., (77), pp.42-44.
82 Konig, op. cit., (81), p.67; also pp.78, 93, 123-124; 179.
84 Knight, op. cit., (77), p.43.
86 Konig, op. cit., (81), pp.4, 6; also pp.37, 88, 95; ‘God reveals himself in the history that he creates’, p.182; also op. cit., (68), p.67.

---
in her turbulent story the creative activity of the ever-working God. Analogously, we may perceive in the randomness of genetic process a divinely written history. God is creator of humanity at least partly because he is the creator of humanity’s phylogenetic history. Following Israel, we should recognise a God who works in the apparent chaos of (genetic) history and transforms it into unprecedented glory.

Alternative interpretations of history

Israel’s leaders articulated compelling interpretations of history, but not everyone agreed with them. Jeremiah interpreted Israel’s ultimate catastrophe (the destruction of Jerusalem, 587 BC) as being a consequence of the people’s rejection of God. Others attributed it to their desertion of the Canaanite ‘Queen of Heaven’. History does not yield to wholly unambiguous interpretations.\(^{87}\)

Dawkins’ interpretation of evolutionary history leads him to deny that there is any climax: evolution is not meaningful history. ‘Evolution has reached many millions of interim ends (the number of surviving species at the time of observation), and there is no reason other than vanity... to designate any one as more privileged or climactic than any other.... The historian must beware of stringing together a narrative that seems, even to the smallest degree, to be homing in on a human climax...’\(^{88}\)

The turbulence and sufferings of Israel’s history likewise may suggest that her story was meaningless. But the Christian world-view is based on the conviction that this chaotic history converged climactically on Christ. Jesus explained how ‘all the Scriptures, beginning with the books of Moses and the writing of all the prophets’ anticipated him: ‘everything written about me in the Law of Moses, the writings of the prophets and the Psalms had to come true’ (Lk.24:27, 44). The paradigm by which the New Testament writers saw Israel’s chaotic history fulfilled in Christ provides the hermeneutic key by which we may see in the winding evolutionary route leading to humanity that same divine purpose.

Dawkins sees the suffering in nature as evidence that ‘the universe that we observe has precisely the properties we should expect if there is, at bottom, no design, no purpose, no evil and no good, nothing but pitiless indifference’.\(^{89}\) Indeed it is not easy to discern God’s action in history given the concrete situation of our world. But history is not simply the mechanical unfolding of a predetermined plan. God does indeed achieve his purposes in history, ‘yet he does not do or occasion everything in history’. In fact, history is the resultant of the wholly consistent goodness of God and the arbitrary and selfish choices of humanity: ‘history is formed by both the faithfulness of God and the unfaith-

---

\(^{87}\) Konig, op. cit., (81), pp.56-57.
\(^{89}\) Dawkins op. cit., (66).
fulness of man’. Genuine history arises from the contributions of freely acting partners. Much that happens is not the will of God. ‘The greater part of history (that of Israel, the church, the world) is in fact a violation of the will of God…’

Evolutionary history is the resultant of both the genuine freedom that God has given to creation, and the faithful way by which God sustains creation. There is a fruitful antithetical interrelation between ‘chance and necessity’. ‘Chance’ represents freedom (random insertional mutagenic events). ‘Necessity’ represents the way by which randomly generated novelty is constrained along specified paths by the consistent and rational structure of reality, ordained and faithfully sustained by God.

How can we see a loving God in the carnage of biological and human history? The whole of biblical history, climaxing at Easter, demonstrates God’s love. ‘Against these facts, against history, a theory must surrender… throughout the long history of Israel and the church, God poured out his love on people who were not worthy of it… The love of God, or rather the God of love, sustains and controls all history.’ Jesus Christ is the ‘explicative history’ of God is love. God’s covenant with Israel must be seen as exemplifying the history of God’s universal covenant with the world.

Dawkins dismisses the history of Jesus as ‘parochial’. That God’s definitive redemptive act for humanity and indeed for the cosmos (Rom.8:19f; Eph.1:10; Col.1:20; Heb.1:1-3) should be effected by one individual, Jesus of Nazareth, appears incongruous (the ‘scandal of particularity’). But history runs on particulars. The role of Alu insertions in human evolution has provoked the statement that evolution is based partly on the occurrence of unique events, ‘which is at the outer edge of science’. A particular TE that characterises every Euar-chontogliire mammal (human, mouse, rabbit…) arose in one reproductive cell. Evolutionary history is parochial, particular, the outcome of unique happenings. That the story of redemption should share this character is testimony to the authenticity of the history that God makes with his creation.

Eschatological history

Certainty regarding the interpretation of history awaits the completed story.

92 Konig, op. cit., (81), pp.37, 43-44.
93 Debate ‘God vs Science’, TIME (2006) November 13, 32. Note the dishonest title given to the feature. It is ironic that Dawkins denies the historical basis of Christianity in the same way as Creationism/ID theory denies the historical basis of biology.
Evolution as created history

Jeremiah asserted that events in the future would vindicate his message. We cannot pass judgment on God’s action in history until we have seen the consummation of history. God has made history with a goal in mind.96

To Konig, both

the history of creation and the history of Israel, are, then, ‘eschatological history’, and in a twofold sense. Eschatology can mean ‘expectation of the future’. In this sense both the history of creation and that of Israel direct our gaze to the future; something must still lie ahead because we cannot remain satisfied with these two histories. But eschatology also – and especially – has to do with purpose, with the attaining of a goal. And in this sense too both these histories are eschatological history.97

Biological and human history must be interpreted in terms of God’s commitment to his creation, and in terms of his eschatological programme.

The ‘history of Jesus’ is required to interpret history fully. The New Testament writers indicate that ‘there is a special relationship between Christ and the entire history of the world’. The goal of creation is not be attained apart from Christ. Konig concludes ‘that Jesus is the last, the end, and above all the goal of creation, that creation is therefore aligned toward him and directed to him, and that, united under his lordship, it will ultimately achieve harmony’.98

History then is a unity. Biological history with its motif of chance and necessity has reached its climax in the advent of humanity, the (provisional) image of God (Gen.1:26-27, 9:6; James 3:9). Israel’s history with its motif of human unfaithfulness and divine faithfulness has reached its climax in the advent of Christ, the exact Image of God (2 Cor.4:4; Col.1:15; Heb.1:3). The history of Jesus with its motif of suffering and glory99 will reach its climax in the conferal of Christ’s perfect image on humanity (1Cor.15:49; 1Jn.3:2; Phil.3:21). History must be judged by its consummation – a redeemed humanity in a transformed creation.

Graeme Finlay is a cell biologist in the Auckland Cancer Society Research Centre and lectures in general pathology at the University of Auckland, New Zealand.

96 The future events being the destruction of the Israelites while in their refuge in Egypt, and of Pharaoh Hophra along with them (Jer. 44:26-30); Konig, op. cit., (81), pp.56-57; 206.
97 Konig, op. cit., (68), p.34.
99 The theme of ‘suffering and glory’ shares the property with the other motifs that it describes a purposive history arising from events not caused by God (‘suffering’) in the context of God’s directing faithfulness (‘glory’); see Lk.24:26; Jn.12:27-28; 2Cor.4:17; Rom.8:17-18; 1Pet.1:6-7, 11; 4:12-14; 5:1, 9-10; Heb.2:9-10.
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